Musical Works

Exceeds Expectations (4)

Meets Expectations (3)

Needs Some Work ( 2 )

Does Not Meet
Expectations (1 or 0)

Meets guidelines

Submission is original, not an
adaptation. Cast size does not
exceed 15. Submission meets
time requirement (3-6min).
Musical track submitted
includes full sung lyrics &
accompaniment.

xxx

xxx

Does not meet guidelines
for submssion.

Overall quality of music is
pretty good and mostly
connects to the musical
idea/concept. However,
composition lacks overall
completeness.

Gives no sense of completed
musical idea. No clear
beginning, middle, or end.
Form appears random or
unorganized. Musical
elements don't connect well.

Lyrics are starting to flow with
the melody.

Lyrics clash with the melody
& seem to have little
meaning.

Involves some original
Musical idea is neither familiar
Includes very original unusual or
aspect(s) or manipulation(s) of nor a cliché. However, there is
imaginative musical ideas.
musical idea(s). Explores &
no developmenet, variety, or
Explores & varies musical
varies at least one musical
exploration of musical
elements.
element.
elements.

Musical idea is familiar or a
cliché. No variety or
exploration of musical
elements.

Musicality/
Craftsmanship

Lyrics

Creativity

Aesthetic Appeal
NOTES:

The overall quality of the music
The overall quality of the
created is excellent and connects music is strong and seems to
to the musical idea/concept. Has
connect to the musical
a coherent & organized form with idea/concept. Has a coherent
a clear beginning, middle, and
& orgainzed form that has a
end.
clear ending.
The song lyrics are outstanding.
The words memoralbe. The lyrics
are meaningful, flow with the
melody & connect to the overall
song.

Strong aesthetic appeal &
general impression. Would be
enjoyed by many listeners. Keeps
the listener interested.

Lyrics are strong. Lyrics are
meaningful & connect to
music.

Includes some interesting
musical ideas. The general
impression is pleasant &
moderately effective.

Total

Includes at least one
Does not present an effective
interesting musical idea. Yet, general impression. Musical
the overall impression is not
ideas do not hold the
effective.
listener's interest.
Total Points:

